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Abstract— Prof. Soeparwi Veterinary Hospital is one of veterinary medical service providers in Yogyakarta ad Central Java areas in which the transaction and the documentation managing process is still done manually. Therefore, Prof. Soeparwi VH needs a management information system that facilitate them in managing process and documentation of transactions, one of which is through billing or billing subsystem. This subsystem was designed using UML and was developed in a form of web-based prototype using PHP and HTML languages as well as CSS with CodeIgniter framework and MySQL for database. The development of this billing subsystem applied a Rapid Application Development (RAD) model process that focused on the working model and obtained feedback from users to improve the system. Results of this system's development were evaluated with a system feasibility test and functionality test. A system feasibility test was administered by distributing Likert scale questionnaire and analysed them based on a summated rating scale method which showed a result of 85.4%. That result indicates that users strongly agree that the system has met their needs. The system functionality was tested using a black box method and the result was that the system properly functioned. This billing subsystem could process transaction bills automatically included in the calculation. This system produced bills and reports that could be printed and exported. In addition, data was stored in a database so that it supported paperless documentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Prof. Soeparwi Veterinary Hospital (VH) is one of two veterinary hospitals in Yogyakarta and Central Java areas. This VH is one of veterinary medical service providers [1]. The overall service courses of Prof. Soeparwi VH applied in patients handling today is relatively complex [2]. Service courses in VH includes registration, medical records, pharmacies, billing, and cashiers. Most of either transactions or activities in VH are still recorded manually. Transaction documentation is administered manually using Microsoft Excel which later must be inputted manually.

From that problem, the VH requires an information system regulating financial transactions of services through a billing system. This billing system was developed to provide convenience in digitalizing bills from patients to VH according to services provided to the animals. This billing system was expected to be able to facilitate VH in processing and documenting transactions to make decisions.

II. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IN VETERINARY HOSPITAL

An information system can be said as a link between components that take, process, store and distribute information to assist in decision making, coordination, control and management facilitated with information technology [3]. Development of information systems that support users that are needed specifically from the technical side can use the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [4]. In the last few years the constructed information systems have been integrated with the internet and business transaction processes. Many health clinics and hospitals are trying to have digital information systems to keep patient health records, billing, and health insurance claims processes [5]. Information systems applied in business process in the health sectors, i.e. hospitals or health services, are carried out by applying information technology to improve effectiveness of billing interfaces in bookkeeping and to improve financial statements from the transaction results. This is done because paper-based billing operations are more prone to errors when entering data and additional time is needed to manage billing regarding payments or reimbursements. Application of information technology in billing operations helps health personnel in verifying patients’ data from progress records and helps improving access to information and reduce errors when entering database [6].

Service providers in health sectors have realized the importance of digitalizing patients health records through various information systems, generally in a form of a management information system [5], [7], because entering billing data into documentation can save clinic staffs' time in determining patients' total cost and allow improvement of bookkeeping and billing system [8].

A. Veterinary Hospital

VH is one of veterinary medical service providers for therapeutic transaction practice category. Therapeutic transaction is a veterinary medical service involving veterinarians, clients and patient in return for services and facilities used. Other actions carried out by veterinary medical personnel include prognosis, diagnosis, examination and testing, referral, disease data and activities delivery to the authorities, following up on Government decree related to disease and veterinary health, as well as conducting client education on health paradigms and animal welfare [1].
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B. Management Information System

An information system developed in an agency or organization and build as needed, either a system to process transactions, Management Information System (MIS) or decision support systems [9]. MIS is a system that processes data into outputs used by management to analyse problems, in decisions making, and the next steps [10], [11].

C. Billing System

This system is related to software and hardware that receive requests and special information services based on information from users. It creates management report and Prints payments for user formed from interfaces, computers, software program, and information databases [12]. Its functions include creating usage records, handling processes, calculating total costs, payment processes, and management reporting [12], [13].

D. Database

Database is a collection of interrelated and organized information. All data are described and collected with other data. For unrelated data, a separate database is provided [14].

E. Unified Modelling Language (UML)

UML is an image notation used as a visual language to explain, describe, construct, and document the components needed in a software system and business model [15], [16].

III. METHODS

This paper was developed with reference to a conceptual model of business process in Fig 1 by implementing Rapid Application Development (RAD) model process in Fig. 2. RAD was used because it was a system development method focused on the work model and obtained feedback from users to improve the model.

A. Requirement Planning

To get the things needed, literature studies and interviews with Prof. Soeparwi VH was carried out to find out comprehensive needs. According to the Prof. Soeparwi VH, the required system could help them in financial calculations such as payments as well as transaction documentation.

B. User Design

User as a stakeholder was involved in creating this system design in discussing the design of information system. This information collection section is often referred to as a joint application development [14].

1) System Design: The system design was carried out using UML diagrams based on conceptual model of billing subsystem business processes. System design with use case diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

This use case diagram displays system interaction with actor to describe static aspects of the system. Actors are internal or external factors that produce interactions. In this system, the actors were admin and staff. Then an action scenario was developed from the use case to become an activity diagram and sequence.

2) Menu Design: The billing subsystem menu was divided into five, namely Home, Master Data, Cost Data, Transactions, and Reports.

3) Interface Design: The interface design was carried out with a wireframe model. The example design interface with wireframe for the Home page is shown in Fig. 4. From wireframe in Fig. 4 interfaces structures for other menus are more or less the same.

4) Database Design: In this section, a table was designed to be used for system development with Entity-Relationship diagrams as in Fig. 5.

C. Construction

The HTML, CSS, and PHP were used in this web-based system development. MySQL was used in the database development. This system programming was carried out using CodeIgniter framework with interface from Bootstrap framework.

D. Cutover

System was tested by users and it was evaluated according to user’s feedback to improve the system. Reiteration of this step was carried out by analysing the design and building the system repeatedly until the system was in accordance with the user needs.
In this stage, a test was carried out with a system feasibility test scenario and system functionality test. A black box test was carried out by testing the input as well as output data to find out problems in the system's functions or features. Meanwhile, a system feasibility test was carried out by distributing questionnaires to users containing statements and assessed with a Likert scale. The results were calculated by rating scale analysis according to data in Table I.

**TABLE I**  
PERCENTAGE OF RATING SCALE ANALYSIS ASSESSMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Percentage</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% - 19.99%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% - 39.99%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% - 59.99%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fairly agree/Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% - 79.99%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% - 100%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

**A. Development Results**

This billing subsystem development was still in a prototype stage used for processing data and transactions, then issued them in a form of documentation such as bills and reports that
Transactions were carried out according to the patient's registration number obtained at the beginning of registration. Every new transaction of a same patient was added into unpaid registration number bill or in an open status or to new registration number. Results of this prototype development are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 10.

Fig. 6 shows a Home page and Fig. 7 shows a Cost Data page. The Home page displays patient's data or list of unpaid bills, while Fig. 7 displays VIP and Regular process of actions or services performed at VH.

Evaluation results of system feasibility test in Table II shows that users strongly agree that system has met the requirements referenced from the assessment percentage in Table II. While the functional test results show that the system is running well.

B. Evaluation

Evaluation results of system feasibility test in Table II shows that users strongly agree that system has met the requirements referenced from the assessment percentage in Table II. While the functional test results show that the system is running well.
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>User 1</th>
<th>User 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$/the highest scale*question</td>
<td>0.9636</td>
<td>0.7454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>96.36%</td>
<td>74.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>85.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Strengths and Weaknesses of the System

Billing subsystem provides convenience for staff to process transactions. Reporting can be done automatically by taking data from database and this billing subsystem also support paperless documentation.

However, the billing subsystem is still being developed in a form of a prototype that is run using localhost, so it cannot be accessed online both from inside and outside RSH. Receipt reports can be exported to Microsoft Excel, but only limited to total calculations and reporting statistics have not been built in the development of this subsystem.

V. CONCLUSION

From this study, it can be concluded that billing subsystem prototype developed with CodeIgniter framework has facilitated user in processing transactions digitally and automatically. In addition, this system also reduced paper used in documentation because data documentation was done by...
storing it to the database and it also supported report making by retrieving data from database based on period without having to manually reconcile transactions one by one.
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